
INTRODUCTION
There is a considered view that assessment drives
learning.1 The domains of assessment include cognition,
performance of skills and attitudes.2 The written tests
like Multiple-Choice Questions (MCQs) and Short-Essay
Questions (SEQs) test formats are used for the
assessment of cognitive domain.2 The MCQs are more
objective and essentially select type of item response
format.3 MCQs have a cueing effect, which promotes
guessing and leads to higher scores.4 In addition, writing
MCQs of higher cognitive level of problem solving is
challenging.5 On the contrary, the SEQs are more
subjective and have a supply or construct type item
response format, which does not have any cueing effect
and can effectively assess problem solving skills.5

In terms of scoring system, the MCQs are easy to score
both manually or by a computer.6 The SEQ scoring is
time-consuming and may have an element of bias in
terms of subjective judgment which can be circumvented
by using a scoring rubric.6 MCQ and SEQ are valid and
reliable tools in the assessment of cognitive domain.7

This study was done to determine the psychometric
worth of MCQs and SEQs used in internal assessment
i.e. annual send-up summative examination in under-
graduate ophthalmology and to ascertain the quality
of items used in the examination using subjective
measures. The rationale was to provide evidence of
psychometric quality of MCQs and SEQs prepared by
the institutional faculty in order to identify gaps in
practice for future faculty development workshops.

METHODOLOGY
This correlational analytical study was done at Fatima
Jinnah Medical College, Lahore, Pakistan from January
to March 2012. Participants of the study were fourth year
MBBS students undertaking end of course send-up
examination in the subject of ophthalmology after one
academic year. The total class comprised of 239
students. Nine students were absent and were thus
excluded. Hence a total of 230 students who appeared
in the examination were included. The study was
approved by the institutional review board for ethical
purposes. One 45 item MCQ test paper and one 9 item
SEQ paper was administered. Each MCQ began with a
stem and a lead-in followed by five options. A table of
specifications was used to develop/select MCQs
according to the core curriculum in ophthalmology to
ensure content validity. There was a maximum total of
45 marks and one hour test taking time was allowed.
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Each question carried one mark for a correct answer.
There was no negative marking for a wrong answer.
Hand scoring of MCQ test was done.

The SEQ paper had 9 questions with 5 marks for each
answer. A test blue print was used to select the SEQs in
content areas similar to selection of MCQs. An analytic
rubric was used for independent marking by a pair of
examiners and rater training was done. The average
score of the pair was assigned as the final mark for that
particular answer. The total test time was one hour and
thirty minutes. The total score for the SEQ paper
assessment was also a maximum of 45 marks. Absolute
method of standard setting at 50% or 45/90 cumulative
marks in MCQ and SEQ was set as the pass mark.2

Students' scores generated from administration of MCQ
and SEQ sent-up examination in ophthalmology were
recorded (percentage marks). Data analysis was done
using SPSS version 20. Mean value ± SD was
calculated. Correlation between MCQ and SEQ scores
was estimated by using Pearson product moment
method. Internal consistency of MCQ result was
determined through split-half reliability by employing
Spearman correlation coefficient. The SEQ inter-rater
reliability was estimated by Pearson correlation
coefficient. P-value of < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

RESULTS
The mean percent score of the total group of 230
students was 64.90 ± 8.28, while it was 70.58 ± 10.07 in
the SEQ group and 59.24 ± 9.25 in the MCQ group.
Students who achieved cumulative pass score of 50% or
more were 226/230 (98.3%) while 4/230 (1.7%) failed. A
statistically significant moderate correlation was found
out between SEQ and MCQ scores (r= 0.5, p < 0.01)
(Figure 1). The cognitive level of MCQ and SEQ was
judged by two independent reviewers using the modified
Bloom's taxonomy. More than 55% of the MCQs and
90% of the SEQs were found to be at recall level of

modified Bloom's taxonomy. About 30% of MCQ's
attained interpretation or level 2 as opposed to none of
the SEQs having attained that level; 5 (11%) MCQs
attained problem solving level (Table I). The structural
aspects of construct validity of MCQ item was checked
by using a rating scale and cover test by two raters
(Table II).

MCQs split-half reliability was estimated by correlation of
odd item scores (23 items) and even item scores
(22 items) and the correlation coefficient was
determined to be moderate (r=0.4, p < 0.01). SEQ inter-
rater correlation coefficient (Pearson's) was found to be
high (r=0.9, p < 0.01).

DISCUSSION
End-of-term send-up test is good assessment strategy
regarding preparation for the university professional
certification examination since the marks attained are
included in the cumulative university examination
scoring system in a ratio of 10%; hence the students
take it seriously and consider it good preparatory
practice. The notion of assessment for learning has a
formative element as students’ result is discussed with
them, making it different from the end-of-course exit
examination, which is assessment of learning.9

Formative assessment significantly contributes in
making learning more meaningful by helping students
identify their deficiencies and also by providing a
direction for corrective measures, it steers learning
towards the desired direction. Besides, it has a strong
role in motivating and empowering students to become
self-regulated learners as well.5

An assessment has to be valid and reliable.10 Validity is
a property of the scores generated from student
responses and not of the assessment instrument.
Rather it is the meaningful interpretation of scores. The
hypothetical construct of a task or domain relates to the
level or construct of cognition on an ascending scale
from recall, understanding and problem solving.10 All
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Figure 1: Scatter plot of overall student performance in written ophthalmology
send-up examination (r = 0.5, p < 0.01).

Table I: Modified Bloom's taxonomy: MCQ-SEQ inter-rater agreement.

Modified Bloom's MCQ inter- rater agreement SEQ inter-rater agreement
Taxonomy level

Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 1 Rater 2

Level 1 Recall 25 (55%) 29 (64%) 8 (89%) 9 (100%)

Level 2 Interpretation 15 (33%) 16 (35%) 1 (11%) -

Level 3 Problem solving 5 (11%) -- - -

Total 45 (100%) 45 (100%) 9 (100%) 9 (100%)

Table II: Rating scale used for judging MCQ item writing flaws.

Conditions required to achieve rating Rater 1 Rater 2

1. Pass the cover test and no item writing flaws 44/45 (98%) 28/45 (62%)

2. Pass the cover test and 1 to 2 item writing flaws 1/45 (2%) 16/45 (36%)

3. Cover test dubious and no item writing flaws - 1/45 (2%)

4. Fail the cover test and 1 to 2 item writing flaws - -

5. Fail the cover test and more than 2 item writing flaws - -

Total 45 (100%) 45 (100%)



validity is said to be construct validity having two
important aspects; Construct-Under-Representation
(CUR) and Construct-Irrelevant-Variance (CIV).11 CUR
is avoided by adequate sampling of content by
examination blue printing and assigning appropriate
level of cognition to the items according to Bloom's
taxonomy. The items should be written to the highest
level according to the learning objectives of the desired
domain.11,12 Item Writing Flaws (IWF) are an important
cause of CIV and can be avoided by proper item writing
according to the guidelines and best practices. IWF
make the items too easy or too difficult. Too easy items
unduly favour the weak students and too difficult items
put the good student at a disadvantage. In addition, due
attention should be paid to language, cultural and social
appropriateness.11,12

The scores produced through MCQ and SEQ were
correlated for validity and reliability evidence in terms of
their meaningful interpretation. A statistically significant
moderate correlation was seen between SEQ and MCQ
scores of the total group of students (r= 0.5, p < 0.01).
The moderate correlation is also suggestive of the fact
that the two assessment methods are different but inter-
related. A strong correlation between MCQs and SEQs
has been reported (r=0.6, p < 0.01) in other studies.13 It
can also be inferred from the moderate to strong
correlation between MCQ and SEQ that the students
who perform well in MCQ also perform better in SEQ
also.14,15 It is also pertinent to note that a correlation
coefficient of 0.6 shows a strong relationship in the
context of construct validity as opposed to interpretation
of reliability coefficients where 0.7 to 0.8 is also seen as
moderate correlation.10 On the contrary, the correlation
between the written tests and clinical tests like OSCE
are surprisingly low showing that the assessment
methods are markedly different in terms of construct
validity.16

It was further seen in this study that the desired level of
cognitive assessment in terms of construct validity did
not seem to be attained as evaluated by two
independent raters in terms of modified Bloom's
taxonomy. More than 55% of the MCQs and 90% of the
SEQs were found to be at recall level of modified
Bloom's taxonomy. Interestingly, about 30% of MCQs
attained interpretation or level 2. This could be due to
better faculty understanding of MCQ item construction in
terms of the vignette or clinical scenario based stem. It
has been suggested that MCQs can be the preferred
tool to assess problem solving skills.7 In a study by Baig
et al. in the basic sciences, 76% MCQ were at level 1,
24% at level 2, zero at level 3.17 In another study of
clinical subjects, 60% of MCQs were found to be at level
1, 6% at level 2 and 28% at level 3.18 Tarrant showed in
a study that 90% of MCQs were at the recall level.19

Lower level MCQ are easy to make and need less

time.20 Lower level MCQ items have more IWF which in
turn lowers the construct validity. This can be minimized
by writing higher level MCQ's as they are found to have
less IWF.21 Lower level MCQ's lowers the quality of
items and hence affects the difficulty and discrimination
indices. Lower difficulty and poor discrimination favours
poorly performing students. Higher difficulty and poor
discrimination negatively affects good students.21

Besides lowering the overall validity, items of lower
quality also affect the reliability of the assessment as
validity is the upper limit of reliability.10 Reliability relates
to the consistency or repeatability of measurement and
is important regarding fairness and hence defensibility of
results.1 Various aspects of reliability have to be
interpreted in the context of the desired dimension of
reliability and pattern of judgment of assessors.22 The
desired reliability of MCQ is 0.8 or higher.1,10 In this
study, the split-half reliability of MCQ seems to be
moderate (r= 0.4, p < 0.01). This also calls for regular
use of Cronbach's alpha if item is deleted to objectively
determine the role of scores produced through each item
on overall internal consistency and most importantly to
improve the construct of the items responsible for
bringing down the Cronbach's alpha.

Although the reported reliability of open-ended
questions is low, it can be improved by use of analytic
rubrics and rater training.6 The inter-rater reliability
correlation coefficient of the SEQs test scores in this
study is quite high (r = 0.9, p < 0.01) due to use of
analytic rubrics and rater training. It is reported that the
marking accuracy increases as the length of essay
answers is reduced.23 The structuring of an essay
question also improves the internal consistency from
0.31 (p > 0.05) to 0.69 (p < 0.05).24 The SEQ's behaved
as trimmed down version of essay question that the
faculty is so used to write and students are accustomed
to respond.

This study highlights the importance of validity, more
specifically in terms of construct validity. Construct
under-representation and construct irrelevant variance
have to be rigorously addressed.11 The faculty must
follow the item writing guidelines according to best
evidence based practices. Item review committees
should ensure quality improvement in curriculum
delivery in an assessment process.25

The study was done at FJMC only and not at other
institutions. The results of only one subject namely
ophthalmology are being studied in the written
component only. For the sake of a complete assessment
the domains of skill and attitudes also need to be
assessed by tools like Objective Structured Clinical
Examination (OSCE). The other examination subjects of
fourth year are not included. Item analysis or Cronbach's
alpha if item deleted were not performed for the MCQ's
during this study.
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CONCLUSION
The construct validity of MCQ and SEQ can be improved
by arranging training opportunities for item writers. The
role of item review committees for quality assurance is
also mandatory. A combination of different tools to
measure the cognitive domain helps in evaluating
examinees' ability from different perspectives. The
learning outcomes can only be properly assessed with
valid and reliable tools.
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